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Abstract:For today’s most demanding service ofcloud computing,
there are many tasks requires to be executed by the available
resources to achieve best performance, shortest response time
and utilization of resources. To achieve these challenges there is a
need to design a new task scheduling algorithm that outperform
appropriate allocation map of task. In this paper, a systematic
review of various tasks scheduling algorithm is presented. These
algorithms have different perspective, working principles etc.
This study concludes that all the existing techniques mainly focus
on reducing service response time, minimize completion time,
maximize utilization of resources and improving performance
etc. There are many parameters can be mentioned as factor of
scheduling problem to be considered such as load balancing,
system throughput, service reliability, service cost, service
utilization and so forth.
Keywords:Cloud Computing,M eta-Tasks, M akespan, Response
Time andM in-M in algorithm.

I. INTRO DUCTIO N
Cloud computing provide a digital service delivery over
the internet by various applications that are acco mplished by
computer systems in d istributed datacentres[1][3]. Cloud
Co mputing is getting more advanced now days. Cloud service
providers are aimed to provide services using large scale cloud
environment with cost effectiveness. Also, there are few
popular large scaled applications like social-netwo rkingcommerce etc. These applications can benefit to minimize the
costs using cloud computing. Itprovides infrastructure,
platform, and software which are made availab le
assubscription-based services in a pay-as-you-go model to
consumers. Those services are known as Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as
a Service (SaaS) in industries[4].Cloud computing is known as
internet based computing service provided by various
infrastructure providers on an on-demand basis, so that cloud
is subject to Quality o f Service (QoS), Load Balance (LB) and
other constraints which have direct effect on user consumption
of resources controlled by cloud infrastructure.
As the number of cloud users are increasing rapid ly,
assuring the optimu m use of cloud resources are difficult task
for cloud service providers and there are many issues
associated with the task scheduling algorithms and so th e
load balancing for static meta-task described in can be used

for cloud for balancing the load[11]. The objective here is to
Study about a variety of load balancing algorithms for cloud
system and toinvent and develop the concept of load
balancing and maximu m makespan using the data of
different cloud servers.Thus it evaluates the performance of
the system. The set of assumptions here are that tasks have no
deadlines andpriorities should be assigned.The mapping
Process is to be executed statically in a batch mode
fashion.The size of meta-task should be well known in
advance. Security and others issues are assumed to be
satisfied.
The work here is limited to set of assumption. This can be
implemented as a separate in itself. This paper only focuses on
the issue of load balancing and poor makespan. Tasks have no
deadlines or priorities assigned. The Mapping Process is to be
executed statically in a batch mode fashion. The size of metatask should be well known in advance. Security and others
issues are assumed to be satisfied. This research cloudSim
adapted to a broader variation of combinational resource
allocation/scheduling problem.
A.Task Scheduling in Cloud Computing
In Cloud, So many tasks have to be executed by the
available resources to achieve distinct intensions.There is a
need for a scheduling algorithm that is used by task scheduler
to outperform appropriate allocation map of tasks on
resources.Distinct types of scheduling are based on different
criteria,
such
as
Static/Dynamic
scheduling,
Centralized/Distributed
scheduling,
Pre-emptive/NonPreemptive
scheduling,
Cooperative
scheduling,
Immediate/On line mode scheduling, Batch/Offline mode
scheduling etc.
B. Orientation of paper
Section 1 Introduction of cloud computing is explained
briefly. In Section 2, it contains task scheduling techniques &
problems in existing algorith ms, In Section 3, Co mparison
based on different factor is mentioned and finally in Section
4specifies conclusion.
II. VARIOUS TAS K SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
There are different task scheduling algorith ms is used in the
context of d ifferent factors in cloud computing. In this section,
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variety of task scheduling technique isreviewed briefly. These
all task scheduling techniques are for different intentions.
A. Opportunistic Load Balancing (OLB)
OLB schedule each task, in random order, to the next
expected to be available machine, regardless of the task's
expected execution time on that mach ine [8].The intention
behind OLB is to keep all machines as busy as possible. One
advantage of OLB is its simplicity, but because OLB does not
consider expected task execution times, so the mappings it
finds can result. Even though OLB keeps all resources as busy
as possible,the main problem of OLB is poor makespan due to
the expected task execution time of task does not consider by
OLB.
B. Minimum Execution Time (MET)
In contrast to OLB, M inimu m Execution Time (M ET)
assigns each task, in random order, to the machine with the
minimu m expected execution time for that task, regardless of
that machine's availability[9].The aim behind M ET is to give
each task to its best machine. This can cause a severe load
imbalance across machines. M ET gives each task to its best
mach ine; drawback of this algorith m is severe load imbalance
across machines.
C. Minimum Completion Time (MCT)
Minimu m Co mplet ion Time (MCT) assigns each task, in
random order, to the machine that has the min imu m expected
complet ion time fo r that task. Due to this some tasks to be
assigned to machines that do not have the min imu m execution
time for them [10]. The intension of M CT is to co mbine the
benefits of OLB and M ET, wh ile avoiding the circu mstances
in wh ich OLB and MET perform poorly.In M CT, so me tasks
to be assigned to machines that do not have the minimu m
execution time for them.
D. Min-min Task Scheduling Algorithm
The Min-min heuristic begins with the set of all
unmapped tasks (Set U). Then, the set of minimu m
complet ion times, M, for each task ti ϵ U, is found.
Moreoverthetask with the overall min imu m comp letion time
fro m M is selected and assigned to the corresponding machine
(Thus named Min-min). At Last, the newly mapped task is
deleted fro m U, and the process repeats until all tasks are
mapped (i.e., U is empty).[13] However, Min-min considers all
unmapped tasks during each mapping decision and MCT only
considers one task at a time. Min-min maps the tasks in the
order that changes the machine availability status by the least
amount that any assignment could. Let t i be the first task
mapped by Min-min onto an empty system. The machine that
fin ishes t i the earliest, say mj , is also the machine that executes
ti the fastest. For every task that M in-min maps after t i , the
Min-min heuristic changes the availability status of mj by the
least possible amount for every assignment.Therefore, the
percentage of tasks assigned to their first choice (on the basis
of execution time) is likely to be higher for M in-min than for

Max-min (defined next). The expectation is that a s maller
makespan can be obtained if more tasks are assigned to the
mach ines that complete them the earliest and also execute
them the fastest. Hear the main problem is regard ing as Min min gives higher priority to small tasks, it increases Response
time fo r large tasks.[11]
E. Max-min Task Scheduling Algorithm
In reference to the heuristic which we have seen
previously i.e..M in-min A lgorith m, the Max-min heuristic is
also very similar to it. The Max-min heuristic begins with the
set of unmapped tasks. Let U be the set of all un mapped
tasks.Then, the set of min imu m co mpletion times, M, is found.
The heuristic then selects overall maximu m co mplet ion time
fro m M and assigns to the resembling machine. And so it is
named as Max-min A lgorith m. Finally, the new mapped task
isremoved fro m U, and the process keeps on repeating until all
tasks are mapped which imp lies till U is empty. [8] Intuitively,
Max-min t ries to min imize the penalt ies incurred fro m
performing tasks with longer execution times. For instance, let
the meta-task being mapped has many tasks. Assume that
onetask has short execution t ime and one has a very long
execution time. Mapping the task with the longer execution
time to its best machine first allows this task to be executed
concurrently with the remaining tasks (with shorter execution
times). For this case, this would be a better mapping technique
than a Min-min mapping. Because in Min-min mapping all of
the shortest jobs (tasks) would execute first, and then the
longer running task would execute wh ile several machines sit
idle. Thus, in cases similar to this examp le, the Max-min
heuristic improves makespan. It may give a mapping with a
more balanced load across machines. [13]
F. Load Balanced Min-min Algorithm
The t raditional Min-M in algorith m is a simp le
algorith m that produces a schedule that minimizes the
makespan than the other traditional algorith ms in the
literature. But it fails to produce a load balanced
schedule.Load Balanced Min-Min (LBMM) algorith m is
proposed thatreduces the makespan and increases the resource
utilizat ion. Theproposed method has two-phases. In the first
phase thetraditional M in-Min algorith m is executed and in
the secondphase the tasks are rescheduled to use the
unutilized resourceseffectively[12].
The Min-Min algorithm first finds the minimu m
execution time of all tasks. Then it chooses the task with
the least execution time among all the tasks. The
algorith m proceeds by assigning the task to the resource
that produces the min imu m co mplet ion time. The same
procedure is repeated by Min-M in until all tasks are
scheduled. The limitation of Min-M in algorith m is that it
chooses smaller tasks first which makes use of resource with
high computational power. As a result, the schedule
produced by Min-Min is not optimal when number of
smaller tasks exceeds the large ones. To overcome th is
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difficulty, Max-min algorithm schedules larger tasks first [7].
But in so me cases, the makespan may increase due to the
execution of larger tasks first. The wait ing time of s ma ller
tasks is also increased in Max-M in.The algorithm proposed
in this paper outperforms all those algorithms both in
terms of makespan and load balancing. Thus a better load
balancing is achieved and the total response time of t he

grid system is imp roved. The proposed algorith m applies the
Min-Min strategy in the first phase and then reschedules
by considering the maximu m execution time that is less
than the makespan obtained from the first phase.
So LBMM executes Min-Min in the first round. In the
secondround it chooses the resources with heavy load and
reassigns them to the resources with light load.

III. THEORITICAL ANALYS IS
TABLE I:Co mparison ofTask Scheduling Algorith m Based On Different Factor
OLB

MET

MCT

Method

Very Poor

Time
Complexity

O(n)
Where n = no. of
tasks

Inspiration

Max-Min

LBMM

Batch M ode

Makespan

S peed

Min-Min

√
Simplicity and
Resource
Utilization

< OLB and M ET

< OLB and M ET
But Sometimes
> M CT

< OLB and M ET
But Sometimes
> M CT

< Rest of all

O(n)

O(n)

O(mn2)
Where m = no. of
resources

O(mn2)

O(mn2)

√

√

< OLB But
> Rest of all

Select best
machine

Use minimum
completion
criteria

IV. CONCLUS ION
Job scheduling is the major issue in the management of tasks
execution in cloud computing. In this paper, we have surveyed
the various existing task scheduling algorith m and tabulated
their parameters such as time co mplexity, makespan, speed
and method. In addition to these algorithms, there are many
studies related to and based on them that are searching for
improvements, optimization, load balance and etc. There are
many aspects could be considered as topics of research to
introduce more accurate and improved algorithms rather that
those introduced here such as cost of the task
execution,arriving rate of the tasks on each of the resource,
cost of the communicat ion etc.
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